Earlier papers [1] , [2] by the present authors presented formulas for approximating with at least .999 relative accuracy the binomial confidence limits p and p based on a sample of size n with c "defectives"" drawn randomly from an infinite population with probability of p of a defective. The present article, in complementary fashion, presents substantially accurate procedures for determining appropriate sample size based on specifications as to p the maximum anticipated value of c/n , e the maximum desired value of the error margin e , which is the interval between c/n and "p , and confidence level y • The criterion of appropriate sample size is that if c/n proves equal to p , then e will equal e -as nearly as integers for c and n permit. Procedures are given for applying the finite population correction if the sample is to be drawn without replacement from a finite population of size N "
I

Introduction
Suppose that a sample of size n is to be drawn randomly from an infinite population in which the probability of an event (item having j a specified characteristic) is p . Based on the number of such events l c in the sample, the statistician will use c/n as an estimate of p ) and will calculate upper and lower binomial confidence limits p and } p at confidence level y f°r tne parameter p . Simple, highly accurate formulas in [1] and [2] permit these confidence limits to be i readily calculated for n > 20 and c/n < % . For n < 20 , exact confidence limits are available, as in [3] and [4] . If c/n > h , } confidence limits for • p are the complements of those for 1 -p f based on r/n , where r ^ n -c . The following discussion proceeds on the basis that n ^ 20 and c/n <_ h .
Suppose that the statistician wants to determine n in advance of sampling in order to obtain a confidence interval with maximum I "error margin" e at a given confidence level y . The length of a j confidence interval is p -p , which is the sum of two error margins: e = p -c/n and e = c/n -p . In the usual symmetrical approach to a two-sided confidence interval (with equal confidence levels for "e and e_ ), e is the larger error margin when the binomial distribution j is used and c/n < h • We shall assume that the statistician in specij fying a maximum error margin e has in mind the larger error margin e .
The binomial error margin e depends on the observed sample proportion c/n . For given n and y , e generally increases with c/n , in most cases until c/n -h . As n grows large, it becomes increasingly true that e reaches a maximum at c/n = h ; this is nearly true once n reaches about 100. Therefore, for practical purposes a reasonably conservative approach is to determine n so that if c/n = h -or c/(n -1) = % when n is odd -the desired error margin e is not exceeded.
Often, however, there is information about the proportion of events that may be anticipated in the sample. This information may be provided by knowledge about the population, previous experience with similar populations, or a pilot sample. For example, when the item is an account, the specified characteristic is the existence of an error in the account and the population is a firm's set of accounts for a given year, an auditor may draw on his earlier experience with this firm for an upper bound to the proportion of errors that may be anticipated in a sample. If the anticipated proportion is appreciably below h , then for specified & and y the sample size may be reduced; alternatively the specified e may be reduced. We denote the largest anticipated sample proportion by p (which may be h ).
Based on the normal distribution as an approximation of the binomial distribution, a formula frequently given for determining sample size is
where Z is the number of standard deviations for a given confidence level based on two tails of the normal distribution, and q = 1 -p .
Let us introduce the following criterion of appropriate sample size:
If c/n proves equal to p , then e will equal e -as nearly as integers for c and n permit.
The formula (1) fails to meet this criterion when confidence levels are correctly calculated on the basis of the binomial distribution, instead of on the basis of the normal distribution as an approximation of the binomial. The appropriate sample size, which we denote by n , is understated by (1), often seriously. To illustrate, assume p = .20. 
In Table 1 Because c is an integer, 0 in Table 1 has a limited number of values. In going from Q to the nearest tabular value of Q , the effect of rounding upward must be taken into account. The result of A A using Q higher than Q is to reduce c and thereby reduce sample size, with the possibility that i" > e and the criterion of appropriate sample size is therefore not met. Hence the user may find it desirable A to round down from 0 to the nearest lower value of Q , even though A a higher value of Q is closer to 0 . This situation is particularly J apt.to occur when c is small, -.
In the area of Table 1 where interpolation may have to be used to find c 5 and c is adjusted to the nearest integer, it must similarly | be recognized that sample size may become too small as the result of adjusting c downward» However, c is now relatively large, and j rounding c has relatively small effect on sample size.
The Poisson Procedure provides good accuracy overall. Furthermore, j the relative error -(n -n )/n -is in the conservative direca a | tion; that is, n obtained by (2) and (3) overstates the sample size. j Empirical analysis indicates that for y from .990 to .600 and for n between 100 and 100,000, the maximum relative error is about 4%
• a (at n = 100 , ^ = c25 , and y = »990); and that for n between
Q,
20 and 100 it is about 10% (at n = 20 , p = ,25 , and y = .990).
a.
The relative error approaches zero as n increases, as p decreases, and as y decreases"
Computation of n may be checked and the relative error minimized by two additional steps in the Poisson Procedure. The fourth step is to assume c ~ c and calculate p based on c , n , and y , using (1) or (2) in [1] ; calculate e -p -e/n ; and compare e with e .
If e and e are not deemed sufficiently close, the fifth and final step is to calculate an adjusted sample-size:
n is an integer. Table 1 = .353, and e = .100 . Hence 154 is the appropriate sample size as nearly as integers allow.
As preceding discussion indicates, the fact that c and n are integers may prevent the sample from exactly meeting the specifications for p and/or e . Inability to meet specifications tends to increase as n and c become small, for rounding to an integer then has a relatively larger effect. If desired, one may adjust sample size so that c/n can exactly meet the specification p ; thus in the above example n could be raised to 156, allowing c/n to be exactly .25.
At the same time this affects e ; raising . n would reduce e . On occasion a compromise course may be desirable, permitting both c/n and e to be about equally close to specifications.
Instead of from Table 1 , c* can be obtained from at .900; and 1.609 at .800.
If the population is finite and the sample size is an appreciable fraction of the population, say 5% or more, a finite population correction may be usefully applied when the sample is to be drawn without replacement:
where n _ is the sample size corrected for finite population. Of course n' may be used in place of n in (7).
To check whether n^-, = n , find e as previously described; rrL a based on (4) in [1] , calculate
e FPC " V n-1
and compare e with e .
Fir C Formula (7) tends to understate sample size, as tested by (8) To illustrate the use of (7), (8), and (9), assume p = .05 , for Y from »990 to .600 and for n between 100 and 100,000 the a relative error is between about +5% and -3%: and that for n between a 20 and 100 it is between about +5% and -11%= Accuracy of n determined by (10) may be checked and improved in essentially the same manner as described for the Poission Procedure.
Assuming e/n = p , calculate c (or c) = np ; calculate p based on c , n , and y , using (2) in [1] ; calculate e = p -c/n ; and compare e with £ . If e and e are not deemed sufficiently close, apply (4) to find n T .
The FPC procedures employing (7), (8), and (9) also apply here.
So do the comments previously made on the effect of integers.
The procedures proposed in this paper depend on a largest anticipated sample proportion p . If the statistician calculates the appropriate sample size on the basis of a value of p and then obtains a sample with a larger proportion he will nevertheless be able to state a confidence interval with desired confidence coefficient. .However, the error margin will usually exceed the desired error margin e .
Calculation of the Formulas Poisson Procedure
Formulas (1) and (5) in [1] suggest that a fairly good approximation of p is
Rearrangement of terms leads to
For c/n = p and p = p (12) becomes
We define
In sum: Specified p + e = p ; p and p through Formula (2) yield A Q , which leads to approximately equivalent Q and corresponding c in Table 1 ; denoting c as c (anticipated value of c ) , and assuming eVn = p , we obtain c 1 (3) n = -jr-.
Formula (3) in [1] gives asr-an-approxi-raa-fe-ien- Adjusted Sample Size (n')
As indicated by Formula (1), normal distribution theory suggests that sample size varies inversely with the square of the error margin.
Given the error margin e for n , and given the specified error margin e for an adjusted sample size n' , we may write n'/n = e /£ or -\ 2 e (4) n' = n | -T^-
Finite Population Correction
For a sample drawn without replacement from a finite population N , a finite population correction can be applied to the binomial confidence limit to give a good approximation to the exact confidence limit as in Formula (4) in [1] . The FPC is applied to the error margin, and the corrected error margin is then added to c/n . Therefore we may write
e FPC = e 7 N -1 '
If n (without the FPC) results in an error margin equal to e_ nr , FPC Formula (4) indicates that i /e = /n /n . Thus Formula (8) becomes J n /n = J{N -n ) /,(N -V*L) , Squaring both sides and rearranging terms, we obtain the conventional FPC formula r -,\ n x N ( 7) n T FPC N + n -1
If n"p C in Formula (8) does not result in e" pfl = e 1 , we may state that n' results in & ; that is, e = ~e' JQX -n*,__,)/(N -1)
trt FPL Based on Formula (4) , e/e' " Jri^Jn^ . Thus ep PC / § = / n FPC^nFPC ^N ~ n FPC^N ~ n FPC^ ' Sc l uarin g both sides and rearranging terms leads to
Modified Normal Procedure
If we presume that the value of the parameter p is p , we can write as an approximation, based on the normal distribution with a continuity correction, The reader can extend this table to higher values of c by using (15) to calculate m and computing 0 = m/c . The table can be extended to additional confidence levels by deriving m from [4] for c < 50 and using (15) for c > 50 .
